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Introductions
Jean-François Levasseur
Director, Industry Relations
and Innovation Programs
Canadian Forest Service

Travis Dagg
Policy Advisor, Industry
Relations and Innovation
Programs
Canadian Forest Service
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IFIT Program Overview
Non-repayable contribution program delivered by
Natural Resources Canada
IFIT objectives are to:

IFIT’s Next Call for Proposals

• Deploy first-in-Canada applications of
innovative advances in technologies and
processes that use wood fibre

•

• Support the production of products used
in the bioeconomy

•

• Create new business models for the
forest industry

• Improve sector competitiveness, diversity
and environmental sustainability

Approximately ~$110M in total funding
available for the capital investment
stream

All funding will be allocated as this is the
last planned call for proposals for the
remaining two years of the program

• Opened: May 12, 2021
• Closes: July 22, 2021

• Applications accepted through Integro
(secure online system)

Under IFIT’s five prior
calls for proposals:
•

328 unique applications
received, $7.6B in total
proposals received, $1.86B
requested from IFIT

•

43 projects funded with
$192M in IFIT funding
representing $922M in total
project investments across
Canada
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Program Eligibility
Eligible recipients include:
For-profit companies
located in Canada
that produce forest
products

Have at least one
existing forest
product
manufacturing facility
located in Canada

OR
New entrants in
the forest sector
for the proposed
project
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Capital Investment Funding Details
$
● IFIT funds up to 50% of total
eligible project costs
● Program funds up to a
maximum of $10M per project
● Funds are non-repayable
contributions
● Eligible IFIT project capital
costs accumulated July 22,
2021 until March 31 2023

Typical eligible costs include:
Capital expenses

Material and supplies

Sub-contractors and consultants
(professional, scientific, technical
and management services)

Salaries and benefits

Application Handbook provides a
complete list and description of
what is included
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Studies Funding Stream
$
Funding stream
to support advancement of
innovation in the forest
sector
Minimum IFIT funding per
study is $100k
Maximum IFIT funding per
study is $500k

Funded activities may include:
Market
evaluation

Prototype
fabrication

Product
trials

Engineering
studies
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What’s New?
Targeted Innovation Categories

Diversity and Inclusion

• Applicants must self-identify and clearly
demonstrate the proposed link

•

Company Plans & Questionnaires are
mandatory

Streamlined Application
• No expression of interest phase
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Diversity and Inclusion
?
Company Plan
• Outlines approach to improving
gender balance and increasing
diversity within Canadian
corporate structures, including at
the corporate or facility level
• Mandatory submission
requirement
• Rated criteria for project selection
and updated on an annual basis

Questionnaire
•

Establishes baseline data
and measures diversity
and inclusion in the
sector

•

Mandatory condition of
funding agreement

•

Submitted with first
claim and updated on an
annual basis

$

Targeted Innovation Categories and
Streamlined Application
Full Proposal Submission
(May 12, 2021-July 22, 2021)
NEW Targeted Innovation Categories:
• Advanced Biomaterials & Biochemicals
• Liquid and Gaseous Biofuels
• Next Generation Building Products
• Pulp and Paper Diversification

The Program will be more focused,
targeting specific forward-looking forest
bioeconomy categories supporting postpandemic economic recovery and
technology advancement efforts.
The Program has adjusted its intake
process, removing the expression of
interest step and considering funding
requests up to a maximum of $10M per
proposal.
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Mandatory Criteria
Projects must satisfy all
mandatory criteria

01.
02.

Recipient eligibility: for-profit organizations
located in Canada
Advancement of an innovation: significant
technological advancement or process
improvement for the production of new
bioproducts at demonstration or commercial
scale

03.

Integrated within the forest sector supply
chain

04.

Primarily based on wood fibre
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Rated Criteria Overview
01.

Technical feasibility

02.

05.

Fibre supply

Innovation

06.

Timing
Timing

03.

Partnerships

07.

Value for money

04.

Business plan

08.

Diversity and Inclusion

09.

Benefit to Canadians
Diversity and Inclusion
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Project Risks
Innovation
Risk

Project
Delivery Risk
• When describing the innovation
throughout the proposal, applicants
may consider the following:

• What factors typically linked to innovation are being
de-risked through IFIT’s contribution to the project?
• Does the innovation involve high technological,
market and/or financial risks?
• How have the risks inherently linked to the innovative
nature of the project made attracting and securing
project financing (e.g. debt, equity) more difficult?

• Complete table in Annex B: Risks
And Mitigation Measures to
describe, as applicable:

• Intellectual Property Risks
• Commercial Implementation and Market Entry
Risks
• Regulatory and Permitting Risks
• Budget and Financing Risks
• Project Plan and Timeline Risks
• Business Plan & Model Risks
• Technical Risks
• Provide a summary of the risk mitigation and meaningful
risk response strategies to reduce the probability and/or
impact of the risks
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Capital Investment Program Delivery Summary
Stage 1: Program Announces
Call for Proposals
• Outreach activities begin

• Start: May 12th, 2021

Stage 2: Full project proposal
• Ten week submission window
• Detailed and complete proposals
submitted via Integro
• Due: July 22nd, 2021

Stage 3: Expert Panel Review
• Review of proposals by academics,
industry and financial experts
• Managed by an independent
external contractor
• August/September 2021

Stage 4: Short List

Stage 5: Due diligence

• Highly-ranked projects move to short
list and are issued letters

• Financial and technical due diligence
performed

• Applicants informed of their
application status

• October 2021

• October 2021

Stage 6: Project approval and
agreement
• Projects selected for funding
• Contribution agreements are
negotiated and signed with
proponents
• November 2021
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Questions?

nrcan.ifit-itif.rncan@canada.ca

Thank you!

© Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Natural Resources, 2020
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ANNEX A : Advanced Biomaterials and Biochemicals
Advanced materials and high value chemicals derived from the components of
wood (lignin, hemicellulose, cellulose, extractives)
This category is targeting opportunities for new bioproducts used as alternatives to fossil fuel based products
and strengthening Canada’s bioeconomy.

Excludes:
•

Products where primary and
principal use/market is as a
fuel, such as biochar, ethanol,
methanol

•

Eligible fuels described under
the Liquid or Gaseous Fuels
category

May Include:
•

Platform chemicals incl. for plastics displacement

•

Biochar for chemical, industrial processes, or other
non-fuel application (e.g. agricultural or filtration)

•

Resins, biocomposites, nanofibers, bioplastics, and
binders

•

New forms or applications of cellulose nanocrystals,
cellulose filaments, and lignin
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ANNEX B: Liquid and Gaseous Biofuels
Next generation wood fibre derived fuels in liquid or gaseous form

This category is targeting opportunities to advance the
production of low carbon fuels derived from wood fibre.
May Include:

•

Hydrogen, biodiesel, renewable natural gas,
sustainable aviation fuel, ethanol

•

Fuels may have established markets in different
sectors, including transportation

•

May provide solutions that align with governmental
priorities or regulations such as the Clean Fuel
Standard, Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act,
Hydrogen Strategy for Canada

Excludes:
White or torrefied pellets, wood
chips, briquettes, or other solid
fuels
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ANNEX C: Next Generation Building Products
New types of products and commercial applications for mass timber, acoustic
panels, and architectural wood-based products
This category is targeting the production and
introduction of next generation wood products for
structural and architectural applications

Excludes:
•

Process manufacturing
improvements for existing
products or products with
incremental improvements

•

Excludes existing traditional
products such as oriented
strand board, plywood,
furniture, cabinets, shakes and
shingles, prefab homes

May Include:
•

•

Advanced wood-based building systems, mass timber
or tall wood construction, acoustic panels, innovative
materials for decking/siding
May provide solutions in line with governmental
priorities or regulations such as building with wood,
circular economy and material efficiency principles
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ANNEX D: Pulp and Paper Diversification
Projects that lead to a new product(s) that significantly diversifies revenue
streams in existing pulp and paper facilities.
This category is targeting diversification of revenue generating
products from the pulp and paper sector

Excludes:

May Include:

•

Process manufacturing
improvement or
incremental product
improvements

•

Energy efficiency projects
not linked to a new product

•

New paper based products that address a market gap through
wet-laid production processes (e.g. specialty grades or new
packaging products)

•

New uses of previously undervalued and underutilized residual
streams and by-products (e.g. boiler ash recycling or uses for mill
effluent)

•

New products derived from changes in primary pulping processes
or the use of the wood pulp in new applications (e.g.– alternatives
for single use plastics such as biocomposites, air-laid fibre
products, technical fibres)

